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Clouser’s Response to Alexanian
If I understand Alexanian’s letter correctly, he agrees with
me that the way belief in God should impact theories is
neither the fundamentalist program of finding theory
content in Scripture nor the idea that biblical teaching is
largely walled off from theory-making. He says: “… I do
not know how to use … revealed knowledge to do science
except to require a metaphysics that is regulative of it
that is consistent with … biblical verses [about creation
ex nihilo].” That was precisely my proposal, so it is the
outworking of such a metaphysics he objects to rather
than the program itself.

The metaphysics I proposed as consonant with the
doctrine of creation is a systematically non-reductionist
one (in the senses of “reduction” I defined). I argued for
a theory of reality that eschews the traditional approach to
metaphysics, namely, positing something in creation as
exclusively X, where X is a basic kind of properties-and-
laws. Alexanian rejects my non-reductionist proposal but
neither offers an argument for his rejection of my view
nor a critique of the argument I gave for it. He merely
says that physics studies the physical aspect of things,
which is surely right. But from that it does not follow
that things have only that aspect. Just as we abstract the
physical properties of things for study, we may also
abstract their quantitative, spatial, biotic, sensory, logical,
etc., properties-and-laws. And I see no reason why the
studies conducted of those aspects of things are any the
less sciences than physics is.

The pluralistic ontology I advocate recognizes a dis-
tinction in the way a thing may possess its properties:
actively or passively. A rock, e.g., possesses quantitative,

spatial, and physical properties actively which means its
having them does not depend on its relations to other
things. But it does not actively possess biotic properties
as it is not alive. It can, however, have passive biological
properties in relation to things that are alive. For example,
a small rock can be swallowed by a bird and take part in
its digestive processes, or a larger rock may be the wall of
an animal’s den. Similarly, a rock does not perceive. It has
no sensory capacities and no active sensory properties.
But did it not have sensory properties passively, it could
not be perceived in relation to creatures who do have
active sensory functions. Just so, a rock does not think;
it possesses no logical properties actively. But, once again,
were the rock not subject to logical laws and in possession
of passive logical properties, we could form no concept
of it. In this sense, I contend, everything in creation has
some properties of every basic kind and is subject to the
laws of every kind. And as we cannot so much as frame
the idea of any kind apart from the rest, none are plausible
candidates for divine status.

The argument I gave for this view still stands: try to
form an idea of anything with only X kind of properties
and you will see that you cannot do it. Alexanian claims
that a book has only physical properties but does not meet
the challenge of that argument. What, pray tell, is the idea
of a book that is exclusively physical? A book that has no
quantity, has no shape and is not in space, has no sensory
appearance and is not logically distinguishable from any-
thing else, is no book.

Roy Clouser
ASA Member
204 Bradley Ave.
Haddonfield, NJ 08033
royclouser@comcast.net

Are the Products of ANT and SCNT

Equivalent? A Response to Peterson
Jim Peterson’s article, “The Ethics of the ANT Proposal to
Obtain Embryo-Type Stem Cells,” (PSCF 58, no. 4 [2006]:
294–302), is misinformed about the biological equivalence
between altered nuclear transfer (ANT) and cloning, and
it fails to provide moral guidance on the ethics of ANT.

Peterson equates ANT and somatic cell nuclear transfer
(SCNT, or cloning) on the biological level. According to
Peterson, ANT produces an entity that would “function
as an embryo except it would not be able to grow into
a normal fetus” (p. 294), while SCNT (following McHugh)
results in “an embryo-like entity that can form tissue but
not organize a fetus …” (p. 302). Although he equates ANT
and SCNT, Peterson prefers SCNT because “it may meet
the same moral concerns [as ANT] with fewer technical
challenges” (p. 302). Peterson’s judgment represents a prag-
matic preference based on false biological premises.

Equivalence between the products of ANT and SCNT
obscures the biological distinction between transcription
factors and coding genes. Transcription factors control the
pattern of gene expression, while coding genes contain
information necessary to the production of proteins
required for cellular function. Transcription factors are
ubiquitous, occurring both in the cytoplasm and the
nucleus, whereas coding genes are found only in the
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nucleus. Therefore, transcription factors already present
in the cytoplasm of the female oocyte can activate or
suppress coding genes after fertilization or cloning. This is
why they are also referred to as epigenetic factors.
The Cdx2 gene regulates transcriptions factors. Down-
regulation of Cdx2 in the female oocyte before DNA
transfer results in an entity incompatible with human life
because the missing transcription factors cannot turn on
the genes for embryogenesis. To claim, as Peterson does,
that ANT produces “an entity which functions as an
embryo …” is therefore misleading. Embryos by definition
are multicellular organisms with the capacity to independ-
ently develop into a complete, integrated, living being.

What we most want to learn from Peterson about the
morality of ANT is veiled in clouds of agnosticism.
Because Peterson insists on using the term “embryo” or
“embryo-like” whenever he refers to the product of ANT,
he misplaces the burden of proof on those who would
either affirm or deny that an embryo is a human person.
Since ANT does not produce an embryo, the proper moral
consideration is whether it is ethically acceptable to
manipulate the human genome through nuclear DNA
transfer. About this question Peterson has little to say.
Indeed, Peterson’s moral and biological equation between
ANT and SCNT raises serious questions about his moral
judgment on this issue. His pragmatic conclusion that
“SCNT may meet the same moral concerns [as ANT] with
fewer technical challenges” depends on what he means by
“technical challenges.” While it is true, as Peterson claims,
that animals cloned from adult donor cells rarely survive
to live birth after implantation, there is a small technical
problem with the approximately 4% who do survive.
If Peterson really finds SCNT morally equivalent to ANT
because it has a low probability of producing life, it would
seem more prudent to prefer a procedure that is utterly
incompatible with the production of living beings.

Where Peterson is certain, I find perplexity. According
to Peterson, the Bible does not establish the point at which
individual life begins (p. 297). However, the Gospel of
Luke is absolutely clear that Jesus Christ’s human life
began at conception. While Peterson states that Luke’s
birth narrative “does not tell how far along Mary was in
her pregnancy” (p. 297) when Elizabeth greeted her as
“the Mother of My Lord” (Luke 1:42), the chronology is
very specific. The annunciation came to Mary “in the sixth
month” of Elizabeth’s pregnancy (Luke 1:26, cf. 1:24, 36).
After the annunciation, Mary made the four-day journey
from Nazareth and stayed with Elizabeth “about three
months” (Luke 1:56) before John was born. Jesus’ personal
existence, therefore, coincides with the annunciation, as
Mary’s question, “How can this be …” (Luke 1:34) makes
clear. Mary’s question is also the reason for my perplexity.
Where did the other twenty-three chromosomes come
from? Is the virgin birth analogous to modern cloning?
If so, what are the moral criteria for human cloning and
genetic engineering?

J. Bruce McCallum
ASA Member
Department of Anesthesiology, M4340
Medical College of Wisconsin
8701 Watertown Plank Rd.
Milwaukee, WI 53226
mccallum@mcw.edu

Peterson’s Response to McCallum
First, thanks to J. Bruce McCallum for taking an interest in
my article. That is appreciated. I am puzzled by his state-
ment that “Peterson insists on using the term ‘embryo’ or
‘embryo-like’ whenever he refers to the product of ANT.”
Actually, there is no instance in the article where the prod-
uct of ANT is referred to as an embryo. The one reference
where the product of ANT is referred to as “embryo-like”
is citing a proposal and the language of Paul McHugh.
The word that the article does use throughout for the
product of ANT is “entity.” The word entity was deliber-
ately chosen out of deference to scholars who are con-
vinced that the product of ANT is not an embryo.

He also charges that I am not able to tell the biological
difference between the products of ANT and SCNT.
Of course, I do not claim that ANT and SCNT are identical
procedures, nor that they have identical results. I did note
that each has been touted as a way to produce an entity
which can provide pluripotent stem cells without the
death of a viable embryo. Whether either succeeds to that
end and is morally preferable in how it does so, depends
largely on one’s definition of embryo and on the moral
status of an embryo if one is present.

It is the latter question that is the focus of my article.
On the moral status of the embryo, McCallum proposes
that the first chapter of Luke is already “absolutely clear”
about this. For McCallum, because Elizabeth calls Mary
“the Mother of my Lord” four days after the annunciation,
Jesus must have been fully present, hence all embryos are
fully present persons. Actually, what Elizabeth says to
Mary is that Mary will in the future bear a blessed child.
Far from hailing the immediate presence of the Messiah,
Elizabeth hails the mother of a very important child in
the future. There is no statement in this text that Mary is
pregnant at that moment. Now Elizabeth does use the
phrase “the Mother of my Lord” (a confirmation undoubt-
edly much to Mary’s encouragement), but that title does
not tell us that the Holy Spirit had already created the start
of the life that would be Jesus or that the Second Person
of the Trinity was already incarnate inside Mary at that
moment. God’s promises are so sure that they are often
stated in the Bible as if already accomplished before they
chronologically take place. For example, God directed
Abram to be called always “Abraham,” which means the
Father of Multitudes, on the basis of God’s trustworthy
promise a year before he and Sarah had even one prom-
ised child, let alone a multitude (Gen. 17:5, 21). A biblical
title can mean that a referenced event is sure to happen,
not necessarily that it already has happened.

In sum, the Luke text does not describe precisely when
or how the Holy Spirit establishes the Incarnation, let
alone that all human beings are fully present persons from
conception. As stated in my article, there are no biblical
texts that tell us that a person, a soul, is fully present from
conception. Arguments to support that particular convic-
tion will have to come from personal revelation, tradition,
reason, or some other extra biblical source.

James C. Peterson
ASA Fellow
McMaster University Divinity College
1280 Main Street West
Hamilton, ON L8S 4K1
peterso@mcmaster.ca
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